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Modern transport

as the main topic of the conference will be dealt with in the four following areas:

- modelling of transport systems
- urban and regional transport
- logistics and development of transport systems
- transport systems within the European Union

The conference allows presenting the most up-to-date solutions in the area, evaluation of the current state and development perspectives for the transportation systems within the urban areas, regions, countries and Europe.

The papers will be presented by scientists, people on scientific and political duties, representatives of businesses and transport areas of all kinds.

Conference organiser
The Department of Transport Systems and Traffic Engineering,
The Faculty of Transport at the Silesian University of Technology
Ul. Krasieńskiego 8, 40-019 Katowice, Poland
http://www.SystemyTransportowe.pl
email: st@poisl.pl

Media Patronage

Everyone is welcome to participate in the conference!